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III. Global Think Tank – Shaping the future together | City partnerships as an
opportunity in the fight against the climate crisis?

14:00 – 16:30 via Zoom

Participants: 24

-14:05-

1. Introduction: Greeting and reference to Kenako 2024 from the 23rd of August until
the 1st of September 2024, at the Alexanderplatz, in Berlin.

2. Participants presentations (you can find the list & contact of the participants at the
end of the document).

3. Presentation from Silvia and Louis Zulu: Hannover-Blantyre
- 2024 Malawi celebrates 60 years of independence;
- Geo-political-social context of the country;
a. Background story of partnership:
i) Started with Freundeskreis Malawi und Städtepartnerschaft Hannover-Blantyre e.V.,
then the twinning was reaffirmed when the mayors signed a document;
ii) goal: spirit of friendship;
b. International Declarations and Commitments (Agenda 21, Millennium
Development Goals and Sustainable Development Goals, Aware & Faire) are
promoters for networking and partnership:
- e.g.: Aware & Faire: sustainable agriculture, agroforestry, school gardening, talking
about climate change, fair trade and gender justice;
- Projects in different regions;
c. Different focuses and projects:

i) Aware and Fair: Focus on sustainable consumption → permaculture in
Malawi, food security, fair trade products → in which ways can one help producers
in Malawi;

ii) Education & Sustainability: Partner school near Mozambique → climate
change impacts → Sustainable School Gardening and including water supply for
drinking & irrigation for the green house and the school gardening; Training about the



design and management of the agro-forest → included teachers and students;
iii) Blantyre, Hannover & Chingalire - actors from different areas and schools

→ reforestation;
iv) Climate Cycle Tour → sustainable green ways of transporting citizens → it

is possible to adopt bikes for moving;
v) Theater group → promotes cultural exchange between Malawi and

Germany.

d. Objectives: share challenges, understand differences, exchange world views,
appreciate similarities, promote artistic exchange, promote education;
e. Successes: foundation of smaller organizations within the framework of
Blantyre-Hannover; joined projects between Germany and Malawi on climate change;
creation and printing of the Aware and Fair toolkit; tree planting at the Mudi Dam;
f. Motto: Learning together for a more sustainable future; & Education never ends,
we are continuously learning.

4. Q&A

Question: Have young people from Malawi visited Germany or is it possible? For us
it is not possible for the young people of Marokko to come here, and I would like that
to happen.
Answers:
→ Emphasizes the complicated process from receiving a visa, to finding financial
support for the trip, it is theoretically possible, although difficult;
→ Idea on how to find financial support: Programme for young people and School
partnerships; and also financial support from the ministry and city for such an
exchange; another possibility is Franco-German Youth Office;

Question: In which way can city partnerships promote mutual learning while offering
a chance in the fight against climate change?
→ Climate Cycle Tour project in 2018; Educational work about climate change
among schools and young people during the tour;
→ Accentuates the need to try to understand what Malawian people understand
through climate change and spread it, alongside their ways of fighting against it (local
solutions have to be implemented with local people).

Question/ Remark: Since there are different financing formats in the EU, how will
they finance the right project? I think there is an imbalance between the northern



countries who cause climate change and the southern who suffer from it.

Additional information regarding the Fair & Away project from Hannover-Blantyre
→ The project shares more of the problems in Malawi with the world and tries to
understand how to improve the situation there and therefore bring climate justice;
Awareness rising & advice.

5. Results of the discussions in the breakout rooms

How can City Partnerships promote mutual learning and implement solutions for local
and global challenges, like climate change? Which structures should be changed to
allow this?

French working group:

1. Raise awareness towards climate change;
2. Raise awareness of the difference between impacts of climate change in the southern

and the northern hemisphere and highlight the alternatives to said “climate-damaging
practices”;

3. Promote environmental education in the younger generation and make sure to learn
from mistakes;

4. Exchange research and also educational materials;
5. When implementing projects abroad, try to use local resources and ideas;
6. Raise awareness of cultural differences and financial possibilities;

English working group:

1. Importance of listening before doing;
2. Mediating role between the Global North and South. Finding solutions for

collaboration without being completely dependent on external help;
3. Importance of promoting and financing small projects and not just focus on big ones;
4. Responsibility must be taken → The Global North has to fight climate change, not the

Global South → City partnerships’ fight against climate change will mean that
partners from the South must provide information about the effects of climate change
in their lives, and to present that in the communities in the North → from there,
solutions must be implemented;

→ Project between universities in Potsdam and Zanzibar: making measures on
how climate is changing in both cities to compare what can be done in each city →



what are the consequences? What can we do at the local level? & collecting
information how temperature, rain, etc. is changing (a more scientific approach); +
School projects → solar panels implementation; botanical garden activation which is
now used by the people and also for medicine purposes;
→ best solution: always involve local people to see what really makes sense and how
they can work together.

6. Conclusion

This edition of the Think Tank explored the benefits of City Partnerships in fighting
the climate crisis, while highlighting the importance of dialog between the actors and
looking for solutions to mitigate the climate inequality.
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